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David Walsh focuses on the origin of the
creative species
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Farewell to treasure trove J
M I C H A EL A B OL AN D

Trevor Kennedy’s 10,000-piece trove of Australiana
is being prepared for sale via seven or eight auctions
next year.
K

Students crack ‘Picasso code’ J
TESSA AKERMAN

Children are creating new artworks using coding,
inspiring the next generation of technology-savvy
artists.
K

MPavilion a welcoming space J
TESSA AKERMAN

It may just be a temporary structure but Bijoy Jain’s
MPavilion is thoroughly grounded.

A talent in an artist’s shadow J

If you want to know the true meaning of art, ask a scientist.
That’s the message from Museum of Old and New Art founder David Walsh, who is
throwing open the doors of his Hobart institution to four of the world’s great
scientific-cultural thinkers in pursuit of that great philosophical question: why do we
make art?
Renowned Canadian linguist and psychologist Steven Pinker, New Zealand-based
literature and evolution expert Brian Boyd, and Americans theoretical neurobiologist
Mark Changizi and evolutionary psychologist Geoffrey Miller will be guest curators
at MONA for On The Origin of Art, a six-month exhibition from November 5.
Walsh announced the exhibition yesterday in Melbourne, saying the idea was based
on the idea of abandoning society’s “cultural filter” to understand the human urge to
make and appreciate art.
“There are some people who know the meaning of art but they aren’t artists,” Walsh
says.
“Artists work in a narrow band of creativity. Though they make great things, they
make specific things. They also make them without reference to their motives. They
may say things like ‘I want to create beauty’ or ‘I want to know what love is’.
“But they never say ‘I’m compelled by my biological history to seek mates, and
painting pretty pictures helps.’ ”
Each of the international curators — biocultural scientist philosophers, as Walsh
refers to them — will have his own space across the museum, and will select and
display artworks that reflect their areas of scientific expertise and philosophical

M.E. MCGUIRE

Cynthia Nolan’s writing was never given its full
acclaim during her lifetime or by the passage of
time.

Skip the galleries
SA M U EL M U S TO N

International hotels are emerging as alternative
showcases for great art.
K

Tales and images of the deep J
OLIVIA PARTRIDGE

Photographer Thomas Peschak is touring Australia
to share behind-the-scenes stories, footage and
photographs.

Sculptures by the lake
PH I L H AW K ES

An Australian-German cultural exchange has
brought artworks from across the world to an
unusual setting.

Home is truly where the art is J
M I C H A EL A B OL AN D

Corbett and Yueji Lyon have drawn-up plans for a
1000sqm museum on a suburban block next to their
existing house.
K

Home is where the art is J
M I C H A EL A B OL AN D

Meet the creators of Melbourne's extraordinary
Housemuseum.
K

thought. The exhibition will include artworks sourced from local and international.
collections, including antiquities, ceramics, textiles and contemporary installations.
Pinker will attest the only way to understand art is within the framework of
Darwinism: is art a heritable trait “that enhanced the reproductive rate of our
ancestors?” Boyd’s exhibit will focus on the idea art should be viewed in the
framework of cognitive play and development.

Expanding horizons
R O WA N C A L L I C K

A vast exhibition of post-Maoist art reveals
intriguing perceptions of the world as seen through
Chinese eyes.
K

Miller will argue art existed long before humans as a mechanism for attracting
mates; while Changizi will assert art is a wholly human construct that exists only in
the context of human relationships.
For Walsh, On The Origin of Art is his most personal exhibition since opening his
self-proclaimed subversive adult Disneyland on the banks of the Derwent in 2011.
The 54-year-old, in addition to his well-documented interest in statistics,
mathematics and art, has a longstanding fascination with biology and evolutionary
theory. Last year he purchased for $90,000 at auction Charles Darwin’s final edition
of On the Origin of the Species (1872).
He says art academics have been fruitlessly debating the topic of art’s power for
centuries, and an outsider’s perspective is imperative in any philosophical
understanding.
“Curators, typically, weave a cultural web. But the web of art, like the web of life, has
evolution at its genesis,” he says.
“Let’s see if those who have insights into evolution can tease out something about the
nature of art.”
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Join us as we discuss
why STEM is so vital
to Australia's
economic future.
Tickets on sale now
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